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oUrnalism historians in recent years have made good
use of agenda-Ase tang theory in research, but there has bean one
drawback: in con entrating on the political and economic views of
publishers; editors:, and reporters; the agendas of those working -

behind the scenes, the_public relation* men 'arid women have been
overlooked. The,public relations agenda.vas.particularly important in
the 1920s, when it was estimated that over half -of all stories' in the
"New York Times"and other major newspapers originated in public.
relations offipes. IVy Lee, the "fathermof modern' public relations,"'
had an agenda that can best bp mmderitood through an analysis of his
economic and theological beliefs in an early twentieth-century
context. Lee was one of the first public relations practitioners to,
oppOse competitive efiterprise and espouse alliances of large -2.

corporations with each other'and the federal government. He-combinea'
sophisticated economics with "situational ethics" developed through
assimilation of popularized Darwinian'theory and Freudian thought.'
Lee's beliefs concerning economics and theology allowed him to
conceal his major objectives wfth.almost total assurance that he was
'working for a greater good. This-helps to explain why Lee had such
great success in dealing with the Oresh: He was seen as aproponent
of the economics of the future, and his liberalism proved
influential. (Author/DV)
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ABSTRACT

THE AGENDA -- ,SETTING OF IVY LEE

By,Dr. Marvin N. Olapky
The University of Texas at rusti.n

4

journalism histori,ns in.recgnt years have made good upe of
agenda-etting theory 'in researchI, but 41T,ret has :been one
drawback': In concentrating on the political and economic views
04..publishers,. editors, and reporters, we pften haye.overlooked

e agendas Of 'tho o working behind the scenes, 'the public
relations men and, Soften. The .public relations. a9enda; was
particUlely. important in the 1920s, when it was estimated that
over half of all stories in the New York Times and other majmr
newspapeps originated in public relations offices.

Ivy Lee, the "father of modern pUblAc relations," had an
agenda which can best bej.muer,tood through an analysis of his
economic and theological beliefs in an eArly twentieth' century
context. Lipe was one of the first public relations practitioners
to oppose' competitive enterprise and espouse corporate
.collaborationism alliances of large corporations with each
other and with 'the federal government. He combined sophisticated
economics. with . "situational ethics" developed through
assimilption of popularized DarWiniah :and Freudian thought.
'Lee's 'beliefs concerning economics arfa4eheology allowed him 'to
conceal' his major objectives witWalmost total assurance that he
was working for a greater good.

Thi4 is a different perception of Ivy"Le'N_e than is common
affiong public relations practitioners, OA it helps to explain'wh)./2
Lee had such great success in dealing witA the press: . He was
seen as a' proponent of the economics of the future, and his
jibeti.alism proved influential.
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THE AGENDA - SETTING OF IVY LEL

Journalism historians recent years' have begun' 'diming

agenda-settig theory in research. Agenda setting theory,

developed' by 41cCOmbs and Shaw, based on the

5

V
0

4

41 0, ,

'4;

I 're 4.

4. .

in

journalists do not.etell the4public what.to think.;

them what to think about.

concentrates on, the

4 1

publishers.

'concept. that

but they tell

Agenda-setting research \hasoften

political and economic Views of editors and

(
One limitation of such concentration, though, is that from

v

the * 1920s to the present many newspapetstorip have originated
c .

not with editors,.' publishers., or rePortersA but with public

relations men and women.' In the 1920s, for instincer'Silas Bent

observed that at leaseZ147 of

typical issue

relations work.

Lifer

r,==
4.1.$1.$ stories (58 pa-cent) in a

of the New York .Times originated in public

John. Jessup, a long -time editor of Fortune and

recounted estimates during the 1930 that 60 percenft of the

New York Times originated with publicists. 4n 1930 paddtical

scientist Peter 'Odegard concluded that half DO news..items in
.

newspapers across the United Statls' came from public. relations

offices. Odegard observed,"Many reporters today are little more

than intellectual: mendicants who go from on's, publicity agent or

I
.press-bureau%to another seekinl `handouts.'"

L

To advance agenda-setting research, then, it is vital to
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analyse nctt onlythe,views of" editors, publishers, and-4-eporters,

but the tielieft of those who provided, stories on the basis of

their own agendas.' This paper begins that process by examining

in. a new way the ideas 'of the man known as the "father of modern
f"10. ,

public ed4tions," IvyeLee.
. .

Ivy Lee's Career presents a problem a4 words versus 'deeds.'

He leked making bold proclamations of integrity. In 19.06, at age

29, theeven sent newspaper editors a "Declaration of Principles"

which introcluctory'public relations textbooks often quote:. "This

is not" secret press bureau. All dur work is done in the open."

Yet Lee gained a reputation --,- largely justified, as we will see

manipulation. in the service of his clients. Lee's

critics called him "Poison Ivy."___Ar*riendly. York World

reporter asked about Lee, "Why is it then that .this amiable

.gentleman, whor7provides so many good skeries, is so generally

disli.ked by newspaper, men?" Even Lee's supporters wek.,P

surprised when the "defender of capitalism "' wrote a book filled

with sympathy for Stalin`. Many historians have not known what to

make of Lee. Reading contradictory apprais of his role

prompts the ,question, "Will the real Ivy Lee please stand up?"

V

This paper argues that Ivy Lee can best be ,understood

throug0,an analysis of his economic and theological beliefs in an

early twentieth century context. Lee was one 4pf the first public

/2relations practitioners to oppose competitive .enterprise and

espouse corporate collaborafionism i.e. alliances of large

corporations, with, each other and with thy. edei-al government. He

a
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combined sophisticated economics with. "situational ethics"

developed through assimilation 'of popularized Darwinian and

Freudian thought. Lee's beliefs ccncerning economics and

theology allowed Ri;'-to conceal his major objectives with almost

'Al total assurance that he.%was working for a greater ,good. He was

thus the perfect 4kepresentativet for major corporate '6.1ients

whose gidTMi was to sell middle-sizebusinesses and the public on

the conrept of *reducing competitiory'"in the public interest.
.. t -,

This is a different. perception o4 Ivy Lee than is common.

Ray i:iiebert'i excel lent biography', Courtier to We Crowd: The
.

Atort' of Ivy Lee' and the Develogthent of Public Relations, has
11,

become almost the last word on Lee.' Upon publication in 1966, it

rightly becaire asmodel ofLdiligent research and clear Writing.
v.

But, since- Hiebert portrayed Lee as a defender 4fx private

enterprise against.socializing tendencies,. new insights into the
A,. A

Progressive Era have embrged'from historians of both political
op,

left and political right, including Kolko, ter6stein, Wiebe and

Schlossberg. They common thrust of their analyses,, respite.

presuppoeitional 'differences, points us gward a closer

exapination cH: three trends in political economy which

particularly influenced Lee as he developed his own public
4 1

relations agenda.
4

.54

. First, in 1900 and theeafter industrial leaders such as 3.

P. plorgan and John D. Rockefeller were emphasizing consolidation

rather than competition. tiey could look back on a dizzying

period of national economic improvement, since ;from 1865 to 1900

U.S. output increased threefold. This was real growth, for
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'deflatioh dominated orices during the postbe lum third, of a

it
century, but it, was not always easy growth: -Ecoimmic winners and

losers aboynited. The winners, who generally had triumphed

°

through innovation and intense competitionl knew how ea-y it was

"\ to be toppled, or to at least suffer falling prices and declining

pr :its. They tPied to develop price and marketingioagreem^nts to

give themselves a guaranteed rate of return, but agreements of

that sort ,A ways seemed to fall through. New technologies, new

sources of investment capital, new :;iethods of transportation and .

as.

,communication, rapidly nexpanding markets due to massive

population increased, and easy entry into molt of those markets,.'

made anti-competitive agreements' short - hived.

Se6ond, as anti- competitive agreements 'fell , through4

industrial leaAersj began to see federal intervention
-7*

regulation as the way to assure profits for/a longer period

time. (As histol;ian Gabriel Kolko put it pungently, "It was not

and r

the existence of monopoly that caused the federal goverment 'to.
5

intervene in, the economy, but the lack of it." ) Rockefeller and

H.H. Rogers of Standard Oil Joined with gr ps 'such as the

Association of Manufacturers anti Distributors of Food Products in

calling for national incorporation laws and nationll regulations
4

which would help them keep out competition by raising-barriers to
6

entry. Federal regulation, according tb Daniel Willard,'

president of the Baltimore and Ohio, could "so harmonize

all...confliAing interests that, in the long run, the greatest.
. 7

good may come to the greatest number. Railrbad executive

James 3. Hill spoke in 1901 of thp neeeto. "obviate ruinous

4
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competition." James Logan of the American Envelope Co. argued

that
k

competition must be controlled because "means depth. to
4

someofthecombatant..."An American Tobacp,e7-Co.

believed that the :Federal presence coul help cOrpqratiOns .engage
) , 10

in "rational cooperation in lieu of cutthroat . competOion."

Third, the public generally did not support collaboratiunist
1

notions. Most Artist:L.4ns preferred la 'corikinuation of competitive

enterprise with political .involvement minimized. For iliq
4

tance, 6

small shippers did not want'to have to pliy politics to get their

goods, to market. They just wanted equal'rates, and not rebates
11

to the faVored few. Leaders such as J. P. Morgan brought out

statistics att4mpting to provb (with some justification) that

trusts backed by governments could produce many goods more

efficiently than 'could a variety of small and mid-sized

competitors. But the public was not buyin Deep-rooted feelings

about liberty and competition.: could, not be budged ,through

economic argumentation. I

Leading collaborationists looked for different .means of

persuasion.. They needed a strategist, one with a sophisticated

understanding of both economics and popular psychology. They

needed a spokerilen who could create the. impression that "selling

to the public" was inferior to "serving the public interest."

'They needed someone who could stride into board rooms .and
;\

\ convince busin&ssmen committed to selling that a new style of

assessing corporate conduct -- not just godd-sales but good

"public relations" -- was needed.
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That someone was' Ivy see. Lee'a year's in college and as a

young professional were paq''%of.'the greatest era of trust-

b6iiding yet iwen. From 1895 to 1904 over 3000 companies

disappeared into mergers. Lee, top economics student in the

Princeton,class of 1898, saw what was .9ping on. His yearbook said

/'
of Lee, .ritiihat he doesn't know about trusts is not worth

.12
knowing." Lee's l economic thinking was firmly in the

collaborationist camp. Capitalism, he would note, "had advanced

,faster than the of the humari intelligence to cope with

it." Lee argued that "restribtions must bE placed on the use. of

capital so as to obtain,C .at the same time, the utmost good .for
13

the community as a whole." He never defined the "utmost good"

or said who would define it, b1.4 this notion became common at
I4

'Princeton as the Germanic, positive notion of state power was

taking ,root.' Lee even brought himself to write an article

explicitly .titled "Co-ordinating Business Through Co-operation."

'In it he opposed traditional competition and urged "cooperation"

through'indu'strial institutes and trade associations.

)6rucial1 y, Lee understood not onl/f the new political economy

but the practical 'political and psychological steps that would

have to be. taker along the way. He knew that the new

k /-
collaborationism cbuld be put into place only if businessmen were

fully united behind it. That could haiipen only if businessmen saw

collaboration es an inevitable development to which their

enterprises must bend in order to avoid brdaking. To convince

skeptical businessmen, regulation would have to be packaged as

something whl4i could increase econ alic liberty rather than
V

I 9
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stifle ft. ,A pubkic i.elat4pns counielor would also 'have to

convince businessmen that it was improper simply tb think of

comd'aniep responding to customer- desires as expressed in the

,marketplace., He would have to convince waverers that special

investigation of public needs was required,' with the goal of

administering rather than selling to markets.

- On its face, such an appr.oach was not particularly sensible..

Exp5rienced businessmen had learned to trust the person who has

to make 4 sale, 'nof the one who can act any wly he chooses and

still do well economically. They had learned to expect batter

results from the person who had to fulfill aContract rather than

the person who may simply feel like being nice. They had, in'

short, J. realistic view of human nature. The concept that

"public relations mindedness" would be an improvement on the old.;

ashioned hardheaded desire to sell a product Would ordinarily

have been laughed at. But. Lee had an ace up his sleeve: He added

to his economic Studies an awareness of currents in popular

theology.

Lee, son of a minister who preached' a liberalized

Protestantinm, grew up with social gospel. ideas that man could

create heaven on earth by establishing a new, "cooperative',

social order. Lee was ft4rther exposed to new thought at

Princeton, where Darwinian ideas were applied to economic trends

to show (supposedly) that movement toward larger economic units,

4
and perhaps eventually one state economy, was a' movement of

inevitable economic progress. As (Charles Francis Adams Jr., a

10
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scholar ar,ong railroad presidents, had said, "the principle of-

consolidation...is a necessity -- a natural law of growth.",

Cotpetition 'must blie folloyied by combination, for "The law is
14

invariable. It knows no exceptions."

it e -kept up tan interest in theological questions throughout

his career. He became a strong partisan of moderAaM in

Christianity. He personally paid for the printing and nationwide

distribution of one of the crucial sermons. in American

ecclesiastical history, Harry Emerson Fosdick's "ShaLl the

Fundamentalists V.,1?" Fosdick; an early proponent of.

situational 'ethi'cs, later said h:is sermon opposing orthodox

Christianity might have had "no unusual result if it had not been .

15
for Ivy Lee." Lee used all his public relations skills to make

Foidick and his beliefs famous and influential. Lee and others

e'.en urged John D. Rockefeller Jr. to contribute S2 million
6

toward construction, of a new church ,to hoi.lse Fosdick, who

resigned und5r +ire from his old ministry. R kefeller'did.

Lee also put his theology to immediate professional use as

he examined the crucial question of how to sell collaborationism

to competition-oriented busines nen and to the general public.

He argued that competition was un-Christian. He suggested that

businessmen who emphasized competition did not love their

neighbors but were only out to make a buck. He argued that r

creation of government-backed cartels would lead to better care

for the public because naturally good-hearted businessmen would

be able to follow their- better instincts instead of acting under
16

pressure fur short term sales.

a 11 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Lee was, able to utter suth'statements-With a straight fate

for .two reasons. First, he had. thrown over the orthodox

dhristian concept of original siny He apparently had come, to

believe that environmental factors were dOrep. essential. .than

natural disabilities in determining conduct. If only the

business environment w1D-e changed, covetousness would give to

kindness. Second, he .Had been taught a different standard of.

ethics, than the traditional: . While if wAt improper to lie, he
a

thought neither the Bible nor anything else providpd 'a truly

'objective' standard of judging human activities, *so 'all analysis

was etsentially,subjective.

Lee. combining an emphasis on/subject.ivity with what he had
4

read from popularized Freudian psychology, arrived at a strategy .

which he termed the "psychology of the multitude." Give up

attempts to explain economic laws throUgh rational diseOurse, he

advited budinessmen, for people ,"will not analyze

statistics...Since crowds do not reason, they can only be

organized' and stimulated through aymbols and phrases."

Communication proceeded better when public relations spokesmen
(

k g..

-played on "the imagination oc emotion c the public..." Thew,`,

favoring collaboration merly had to find "leaders who can

fertilize the imagination and organize the will of the crowd...
17

the crowd craw; leadership."

Lee made a career of telling leaders of the n'w economic

order how to merge the new economics with the new psychology. :He

told a group of railroad managers that "Crowds are led by symbols

q 12
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and phrases. Success in dealing with crowds...rests upon the art

of getting believed in. We knOw that HROy the Eighth by 'his

,obsetluious deference to the forms of the law was able to gets. the

people to LJildeve in him so comptetely that he was able to do

almost anything with themr" Appearances, Lee argued, were the'
18

base on which_Aetuperstructure.of reality .could be erected.
0

shOrt, Lee understood IA 1947 what Lenin was putting into

practice, what Joseph Soeyzels would,refine'in the 19ps, oimd

what Jacques,Ellul would criticize'int the 1950s: the .idea that.

"In propaganda, truth pays off." As Ellul conclude a

propaganda we must make a radical `distinction between a fact on

e one hand and intentions or interpretations on-the other; in.

brief, between the material and the moral elTments. The truth
\

that pays. off is fn the realm of fL .s. The necessary
4

falsehoods, which also pay off, are in toe realm of.intentloas
a 19

and inter2retatims."41

Lee's tactic of factua1 accuracy in order---rto

insinuate impressions was far more effective than the policy of

J.P. Morgan, who generally did not allow his conclusions to

outrun his factual base. It was also a departure from the

typical press agent policy of outlandish statements with little

factual basis. Lee found the appearance of truthfulness to be as

useful to him as it had been in the days of Henry VIII.

Listeners who believed him on small points, for good reason, were

more likely to follow him to his collaborationist conclusions.

Editors who scorned press agents listened.. -to Lee.' By

10 13 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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covering machinaticifii 14with talk of Amperation in the public

interest, Lee's clients escaped criticism they might otherwise

have received. Lee's thinking.went'iXto, and preserved from

'.) substantial, criticism, the Copper and Brais Research Association;
... -

t bcctme the organization devoted to pooling resources to.

control markets' for, 42 of.the largest copper producers. and

manufacturers in the
./
United States. Lee sold to the.public, the' /

anti-competitive 7plans of 'the Anthracite Coal' Operators

.Confewcej ..(dmposed Of 102 companies, saying.that the barriers

to entry stablished -by the Conference would be a means of

preventirxg adulterated producit. Lee worked with lawyer Thomas

Chadbourne to establish therInternftional S

'

gar Council, which-`\

devqloped a plan in 1930 fecut out comietitibn in order ,to.

stabilize sugar prices. "Laissez faire" competition, Lee argued,,
20

"may mean ruin to large numbers ..."

t

Whenever those favoring competitive enterprise criticized
...

Lee's efforts, he created a smokescreen. When criticized for his
4 4

pale in formation of the Cotton Yarn' AssociatiOn, Lee

acknowledged that the objective was "establishment lof a

protective minimum price, trusting thereby to deal th the

surplus capacity-of the tjde and eliminate those sellers of yarn
m.o.

in-the market who, by force bf circumstances, have been obli
21

to dispose of their output iithout reference two price. It r_ou

take a moment. to cut through such rhetoric to see that the

Association's mission was to clamp down on discount sellers. In

the meantime, Lee would have moved on.

14
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SWAN; Lee ,ias 'a propqnent of collaboration rather than

competitive enterprise, and.' as poirson who combined the new

-conomic, thinking with an ethic of fact accuracy but i'mpression

madipulationg, clears up part of what has been the mystery of Ivy

Lee. For instance, we can now reassess his famous "peclaration

of Principles." Yet, Lee claimed that work was done 'in

the open, but' at the time he made that pronouncement Lee was

employed by Internatiwal Harvester to write an' article for.

dOody's Magazine. The article would praise HarVester, WS "An
22

Open and Above-Board Trust." Lee would not be identified as a

company spokesman. In 1907, when Lee wrote a Moody's Magaziag_ _

article on behalf of his new employer, the Pennsylvania Railroad,
23

his corporate connection once again was not mentioned.

tl

Did such behavior mean that all of Lee's work was not done
/".-- N., vs.

in the open? No, his, "Declaration of Principles" was factually
i

accurate: The articles were published and hiS name was on them.

But Lee's declaration created an inaccurate implession of a

wvillingness to lay his c:rds on the table. This he did not do

except under pressure. He continued to abide by the letter of

gie' his self-imposed accuracy law, but not the spirit.

A close 1 o at the "Declaration of Principles" shows how

artfully Lee chose his words. For instance, "I send out only

PI

.,

matter ev ry detail of which I am willibg to assist any editor in
24 s

verifying for himself." Such a statement was factually correct

in that all 'of Lee's details were generally verifiable, but Lee

knqw that effective propaganda contains in it only informatior)

which can be verified. Lee's goals was to slant his readers and

1215 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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clients toward anti - competitive policies, but so subtly that t'e

would lave with them a belief that th-v, had made up,,Xair own,

minds.

A view of :.Lee as master propagandisA (but not a liAr by -his
11

own "situation.ethie standards) makes what s be mistakes
...

. .

and anomalies part of this newly understood pattern. For
....

indtance, Lee was employed by John. D. Rockefeller Jr. to repair

oamagc caused --to business-government collaboration by press

cdverage of the 1914 "Ludlow Masiacre." This tragedy was ,the
,-

cUlmination- of a coal miners' strike in Colocado which led to

considerable violence, including. an April 20 battle between

strikers and the Colorado State Militia in which two women and

eleven children at LUdloC4 were killed.

aft

Lee ascertained that the women and children, while fleeing

in panic 4rom an out -of- control militia outfit, had overturned a

stove and set off the fatal/fire in which most of them died.

Lee could therefore suggest, in a bulletin sent to newspaper

editors, thpt the women and children may have been the victims of

their own carelessness. Some rep*ters, of course, pointed out

the foolishness of expecting persions fleeing in panic to watip

their step, and cursed Lee as a Pharisee. But he .could state

With accuracy` hat he had not lied.
1

Lee became adept at creating digt=t impression4 from

factual statements. In his post-LUdlow cleanup Le circulated a

bulletin, "How Colorado Editors View the Strike," which contained

)statements made at a confe ence, of Colorado editors. Judging
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frodi 'the.bulletin, the editors were surprisingly suppOrtive 'of

coal, company interests. What went unmentionp in the bulletin

. was that of f31 `newspaper editors in the state, only lourteen
.

.
. . ,..

attended the conference Ind only eleven signed the. report. ": All
i . 4 I. r,V

4.1.1
/ r .

t

eleven 'were from pailsicontrolled by the coal companies.

y

The' view of Lee as an advocate of collaboration rather than
tt,

7Ktition clears up other myxteriegie such as Lee's relationsk

with, and book promoting,.I.the Soviet Union. in 1930 Business

Week was astounded when Lee became so great a defender of the

Soviet Union``' that some said he must be a' paid agent. "In

insfinct, doctrine, career," Bu Hess Week noted, Lee vias ."the
%

subtlest of protectors of capitalists, their arch advocate, the

veritable high priest of _their whole contr'6versial business-- a

professional director of public relftions. That he of all men4

support Soviet objectives "istthe anomaly, enigma, and
26

mystery of cynical Wall Strpet." C. W. Barron, editor of the
a

well Weet Jo Hal, asked Lee directly, "What are you doing ell-
27

thi4*.for? Who is paying you for it?"

Lee said the Soviet connectiOn was hiL "hobby," yet Business

Week snifJed, "Sophisticated managing editors frankly do not

belieVe a word, of it. It is'simply impossible that Ivy Lee, aide-

to millionaires and.millionairedom, should be serious in all this

stuff about Soviee Russia. What a Folossal axe he must be
28

grinding." Speculation about poviet payments to Lee was rampant,

but one letter purportedly showing a payoff proved a forgery, and

nothing ever has been proven.
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Whether or not money was a bond, though, mind hpparently of'

4..

thought
.

was.' When Lincoln Steffins toured the Soviet Union,' ha, o

he was- seeing the future in a society based on collaborat4onism

taken to its extremes. %Lee may not havet gone so far, but he did

see the United States moving closer to the Soviet Union in *ocia
4>

perspective. "The 'United Stites started with complete

individualism, every man forth4mselfv".and the Soviet's have the

opposite position, Lee wrote, but "we have ,found it' necessary to
29 %

(

re4...trict the power of the individual..."

As the two countries' political futures converged, L4e

ex07ted that the

apparent: "Within f

pmic possibilities also would beccime

plant, the biggest paper
.30

industries in the.world."

mot

Russia will have the biggest tractor

mills, the biggest of many other

Lee's belief in domestic collaboration

could easily extend itself intoproFlamateO of the beauty pf al
et

U.S.-Soviet deal. He practiced what he p eached by advising

Standard Oil and .Vacuum Oil to buy Soviet petr eum and also

offer loans to the Soviet government.

The New York Times reported that,deal in March, 1926, and
.

0

'noted Lee's participation, obderving that "thelest(known and

most expensive 0 ublicity agents, who among other activities is

the advisor on public relations to the Standard Oil interests,

has begu to display keen interest in the recognition of the

Soviet government." 'The Times also reported that Lee )had. sent

letters to many of his associates urging closer; acts with,the

Soviets. Editors noted the cooperation of Lee and Ruth Stout,

18
46.
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editor of the communist mkgaziNe The Ue Masses.
. . . ,

a

c

oOP

0

Lee was widely' criticized fiqr his Soviet- related activities.
0# ,.."`. I.

Elihu Root asked Lee if he wanted.Amerioans to ,:'accept'

.

..;
A e

inciples or the Bolsheviki as something equally as good" as the
32

. 0"
.,..

% principles of competitive enterprise.
.

. Representative Hamilton
\`

.,.

* Fishl iii,.. proclaimed Lee a "na)arouuDropagikndist for SoViet
..A5.

k

.

4,:i
1 C -V "

,
r

Russia." Ih 1929 RepresentativeSeorge Tinkham of Massachusetts pc
t I I. " N .

t

called Lee an' "open prcpagandist" agathst :AmericarrN interebts,
.

H
4:7-..

with "no,:counti-Y0- no flag, and no allegiance except the powerof
N

. . 34 . .
,

money', apd what money can compel or buy." t, :..

.
-,...fr-

,

'1 i
. \

c;71 That wasi not true. 'Lee's career-is
4

nsisterit\in his

opposition to competitive enterprise and hix 'embrace, of

government-industry "partnerships" botheat home and abroad.. He
I

was also consistent in his use of factual accuracy ta,-7re.

effectively mold perceptions.

0
$

.

P.

In 19299. .at .'age 52, Lee looked back on his career and
kg.

indicated satiscection at his accomplishments in . affecting

American political and,economy thinking, but concern about the

Oersonal cost. He wrote to a friend, "A good' many years ago I.

startV on the wprk I amdoinli, feeling that there was a real

field in it fur oudefulness. I now know that there s a great

deal to be done that is useful...Et:lull have found] th greates%

difficulty in getting people to take anythihg I say as ah

independent expression of opinion. I am always merely a

propagandist Sometimes in my low moments I have thought of

throwing the whole thing overboard and taking a minor Jobs a
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newspaper editor."

a

Lei, of course, never .did. He had helped to make the

concept of collaboration welcome in many corporations. He had

seeded some of ,the largest with public relations'counselors. Lee
0 a

had to- be satisfied with that. In 1934 his last experiment in the

advocacy of extreme collabora_tionism led hOrt.N.to as short-lived

consulting arrangement with the German government, for which he
36

receivyi great criticfsm. In October, 1934, advising the
(,
executive board of the'Pennsylvania Railroad, Lee-suddenly could

nRt remember to whom he was speaking. Lee had sufferedt a

cerebral hemorrhage. One month later, at age 57, he died.

Lee's agenda lived,on,' though. tai for Stanley Walker wrote
%

in. 1934 that Lee commonly was seen "as the greatest exampie of
37

what a newspaperman may do when he enters utpon publicity work."

Recent 'agenda-setting research has concentrated on analysis 9+

themes and examination of how an audience rates issues before and
3,

,,,,I, after media covera0e. Lee''s consistent economic theme -- the

.importance of corporate 'collaborationism, with competition
.

to

avoided whenever possible -- is clear, and by the close of his

career it was considerably mere popular than it was at the

beginning.

Thousands of politicians, pundits, and public relations

practitioners, along with substantial economic changes,

contributed to that transition, of course. It is impossible to
-.I

assess with accuracy Lee's personal tontribution. Since the

historian cannot pre-test and post-t.-st audiences, we must mainly

rely on subjective assessments such as Walker's in judging Lee's
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importance as an agenda-setter. Still, before we leap to the

conclusion that newspaper JeadersIducing the ,early twentieth

century were setting agendas, we should analyze the impact of Lee

d other public relatiOns men and' women. In his time Lee was

s en as extremely effective in getting newspapers to cdver what

ha wanted them to cover, and in perhaps swaying theailtdience to
,,

hi.s point of view. He did -not settle for t e ins rtion of a few

,,,---.1544ffs.- His goal was to create a new economic q da.

4
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